History
To learn about the key events
of the Ancient Egyptian period,
and will learn how different
sources of evidence can be
used to draw conclusions
 Everyday life
in Ancient Egypt
 Discovery of
Tutankhamen’s
 tomb
 Gods and goddesses
 Mummification

Religious Education

The story of Moses.
The People of God – finding out
about the characters in the Old
and New Testaments








Year 3
The Ancient
Egyptians

To use ICT skills to
research and present their
findings.
Touch typing using BBC
Dance Mat program
Espresso coding
E- safety






Maths - taught discretely with
links to the topic where
appropriate.



To understand the main
functions of the skeleton and
to identify the main bones in
the human skeleton
To understand the importance
of strong bones
To understand that some
animals have an exoskeleton
and some an endoskeleton
To understand what bodies
need to keep them healthy
To understand how muscles
work

Literacy




Geography

Maths
Understanding Place value
To sequence of numbers
Adding 1 and 10
Column addition and
subtraction with 2 and 3 digit
numbers
Time
To know the names and
properties of 2D and 3D
shapes
Collection, presentation and
interpretation of data












Science



Physical Education
The outdoor weekly session will
focus on team building games
and improving ball skills
During indoor sessions, the
children will play Unihoc and
develop their gymnastic skills

In Art lessons the children will
learn about Egyptian art and
produce an Egyptian style
painting.



ICT


Art and Design




Map work- find Egypt and the
River Nile, locate on a world map
and within Africa- compare to
UK
Study of the landscape and
weather
Comparing lifestyles of Rich and
Poor in Ancient Egypt

Music




To develop a basic understanding
of how to compose music
To understand the meaning of
rhythm and pulse
To use simple techniques to
create music in the style of
minimalism








Writing sentences using
conjunctions
Recounts
Sequencing key events in a
story
Improving and editing
sentences
Researching using information
books and note-taking
Using contents, index and
glossary
Write instructions to mummify
body
Writing diary entries
Performance poetry

Children will take part in a weekly
Guided reading session and will
be expected to read at least 3
times a week at home.
There will be a weekly spelling test.

